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BETTER TOGETHER: 
MICROSOFT 365 + AREA 1 
SECURITY 
Upgrade to the Only Preemptive Integrated Cloud  
Email Security 

Offering email hygiene (antivirus and antispam), threat defense and 
outbound email security (DLP and encryption), Microsoft 365 secures 
over 50 million users. 

Yet, as noted in the 2021 Gartner Market Guide for Email Security, “As 
built-in security from Microsoft and Google has improved, threat actors 
are also getting more sophisticated, often targeting them using fake 
login pages as a way of harvesting credentials. Sophisticated email 
threats include compromised websites and weaponized documents used 
to deploy malware. Many ransomware-as-a-service gangs use email as 
the initial entry point. Beyond malware, business email compromise 
and account takeover threats continue to rise, with significant financial 
losses as a result.”

To augment Microsoft’s existing defenses, Area 1 Security — a Microsoft 
Certified Partner and Representative Vendor for Integrated Cloud Email 
Security in Gartner’s 2021 Market Guide for Email Security — protects 
against phishing campaigns of all types, from all sources, and across all 
potential attack vectors. With the industry’s only preemptive integrated 
cloud email security, Area 1 provides comprehensive, contextual and 
continuous protection for email, web and cloud-service-based attacks. 
Organizations can bypass traditional secure email gateways (SEGs) for a 
more secure, cloud-based architecture with Microsoft and Area 1 Security. 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW 

With 1 out of every 
5 employees using a 
Microsoft cloud service,1 
Microsoft 365 has 
proven to be one of the 
most popular enterprise 
email environments 
and cloud collaboration 
platforms.

BENEFITS OF 
PROTECTING YOUR 
MICROSOFT 365 
INVESTMENT WITH 
AREA 1 SECURITY: 

• Best-in-class security with 
complete spectrum of 
advanced protection 
capabilities

• Seamless deep integration 
with Microsoft 
environment and workflow

• Reduces complexity by 
replacing traditional email 
gateways

1  PTG. “Microsoft Office 365 is Being Adopted and Used at an Enormous Rate,” April 8, 2019. https://blog.goptg.com/microsoft-office-365-statistics.

https://www.area1security.com/
https://blog.goptg.com/microsoft-office-365-statistics 
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AREA 1 HORIZON™ : THE ONLY PREEMPTIVE AND CONTEXTUAL EMAIL 
SECURITY SOLUTION FOR MICROSOFT 365
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PRE-ATTACK IDENTIFICATION DAMAGE

Microsoft 365 delivers great security for high-volume email 

threats, such as spam and viruses, and provides additional 

threat protection for their Microsoft Advanced Threat 

Protection (ATP) customers. With the vast majority (80%) of 

organizations looking to consolidate security vendors, Gartner 

also predicts in their latest Email Security Market Guide that 

many companies will opt to use built-in protection capabilities 

from Microsoft 365 rather than secure email gateways (SEGs). 

However, low-volume, dangerous phishing attacks that cause 

95 percent of cyber breaches can still slip through. 

Gartner further notes that — for Microsoft cloud email users, “Advanced 

email security capabilities are increasingly being deployed as integrated 

cloud email security solutions rather than as a gateway.”  

 

 

 

Area 1 Horizon™, which Gartner categorizes as an Integrated Cloud 

Email Security (ICES) solution uses a variety of more-advanced 

detection techniques, including NLU, NLP, social graph analysis 

(patterns of email communication) and image recognition, to detect and 

stop the most sophisticated attacks — including brand new, highly 

sophisticated threats that target users 1:1 vs. one to many.

Area 1 Security, a Gartner ICES representative vendor, is built on core 

concepts of preemptive, comprehensive, contextual and continuous 

security. Our innovative technology continuously and proactively crawls 

the web, discovering phishing campaigns and attacker infrastructure 

before attacks launch. On average, we preemptively detect malicious 

sites and payloads a full 24 days before industry benchmarks.  

Area 1 integrates directly 
into Microsoft 365, to help 
ease evaluation and 
deployment, and improve 
detection accuracy. 

“By 2023, at least 40% of all “By 2023, at least 40% of all 

organizations will use built-in organizations will use built-in 

protection capabilities from cloud email protection capabilities from cloud email 

providers rather than a secure email providers rather than a secure email 

gateway (SEG), up from 27% in 2020.”gateway (SEG), up from 27% in 2020.”

“By 2025, 20% of anti-phishing solutions “By 2025, 20% of anti-phishing solutions 

will be delivered via API integration will be delivered via API integration 

with the email platform, up from less with the email platform, up from less 

than 5% today.”than 5% today.”

— Gartner’s 2021 Market Guide for Email Security— Gartner’s 2021 Market Guide for Email Security

https://www.area1security.com/
https://www.area1security.com/office-365-anniversary-email-threats-report/
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Area 1 deploys in under 5 minutes with no impact to existing infrastructure and is completely transparent to end users. 

Unlike other ICES solutions, Area 1 offers flexible deployment options (including MX/inline, connector and API) and 

integrates seamlessly with Microsoft 365’s other email security features like anti-spam, DLP, encryption and archiving. Area 1 

can also effortlessly remove all malicious messages directly from Microsoft 365 mailboxes with built-in remediation and 

Message Retraction, providing comprehensive, real-time protection from detection to response. 

SEAMLESS, FLEXIBLE INTEGRATION WITH  
MICROSOFT 365 ENVIRONMENTS WITH NO IMPACT TO EXISTING DEPLOYMENTS:
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https://www.area1security.com/
https://www.area1security.com/resources/cloud-email-security-migration-guide/
https://www.area1security.com/resources/datasheet-postdelivery-protection-msoar-for-phishing/
https://www.area1security.com/resources/datasheet-postdelivery-protection-msoar-for-phishing/
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BEST-OF-BREED  
SECURITY

SEAMLESS MICROSOFT 
EXPERIENCE

BETTER OPERATIONAL 
EFFICIENCY

• Augments Microsoft security 
for comprehensive protection 
against advanced threats including 
Business Email Compromise (BEC), 
ransomware, supply-chain attacks, 
compromised credentials and more.

• Broader threat visibility and 
forensics improve investigations  
and response times.

• Deep integration with Microsoft 
environments, APIs and workflows. 
Integrate with ADFS, send alerts to 
Teams and forward logs to Azure 
Sentinel.

• End users stay in native Microsoft 
dashboards for continued 
productivity and no distractions.

• Built on cloud-native, dynamically 
scalable infrastructure to handle 
cloud traffic spikes. 

• Replaces traditional SEGs for better 
security and operational efficiency. 

• Advanced detection, triage and 
response in a single platform.

BENEFITS OF PROTECTING YOUR MICROSOFT 365 ENVIRONMENTS WITH AREA 1 SECURITY INCLUDE:

Area 1 Security provides complete, best-in-class 
email security for Microsoft 365 EOP/ATP. 
Together, the two solutions allow organizations to reduce complexity by removing 
redundant SEGs and move towards a secure, modern cloud-first architecture.

Area 1 Security is a Representative Vendor in Gartner’s Integrated Cloud Email Security (ICES) category. To 
learn more about how to comprehensively protect your Microsoft 365 users with Area 1, request a demo here.

https://www.area1security.com/
https://www.area1security.com/overview/demo-request/
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About Area 1 Security
Area 1 Security is the premier cybersecurity company that protects the world’s email and 

cloud-based messaging from cyberattacks. Our mission is making INBOX.CLEAN™ a reality:  

stopping phishing attacks — the root cause of 95% of breaches — before they reach users. 

Area 1 offers the only solution that preemptively stops Business Email Compromise, malware, 

ransomware and other advanced threats  by discovering and eliminating them before 

they cause damage. Its cloud-native platform, Area 1 Horizon™,  delivers the industry’s 

only preemptive, comprehensive, contextual, and continuous email security, and identifies 

malicious campaigns earlier — 24 days before they launch — protecting users across all 

phishing vectors throughout the attack cycle. 

Founded by former members of the National Security Agency and the United States Cyber 

Command, Area 1 is trusted by government agencies and businesses of all sizes, including 

Fortune 500 enterprises across financial services, healthcare, critical infrastructure and other 

industries. Area 1 is a Certified Microsoft Partner, and Google Cloud Technology Partner of 

the Year for Security. To learn more, visit www.area1security.com, or follow us on LinkedIn.

https://www.area1security.com/
http://www.area1security.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/area-1-security/

